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Object oriented approaches have emerged as one of the
most promising paradigms for developing softwares that are
reliable, flexible and maintainable[l]. During the early
1980's, there was much debate on what is object oriented
programming; that debate is now more or less settled.
Currently, active research centers around effective software
design and development methodology using an object oriented
programming paradigm [2].
The origins of CLIPS, the C Language Integrated Produc-
tion System, date back to 1984 at NASA's Johnson Space
Center and as the acronym indicates, it started as an expert
system shell [3]. CLIPS is now used by over 3000 users
throughout the public and private community including all
NASA sites, branches of the military, numerous federal
bureaus, government contractors, universities and many com-
panies. CLIPS has grown to accommodate many other func-
tions, such as utilities for embedded applications. The
most recent release of CLIPS, version 5.0, introduces object
oriented programming with COOL (CLIPS Object Oriented
Language).
The work during the tenure involved (I) critical
evaluation of COOL as an object oriented language, (2)
investigation of object oriented software design and
development methodolgy for engineering software and (3)
implementation of a method for optimal sensor placement pro-
posed by Kammer[4] with COOL.
As an object oriented language, COOL is more powerful
than other widely used object oriented languages such as
Smalltalk and C++. In Smalltalk, literally everything in it
is an object and in that sense, Smalltalk is a pure object
oriented language. Because a construct such as a class in
COOL is not an object, COOL is not a pure object oriented
language. However, COOL supports inheritance, encapsula-
tion, abstraction, polymorphism, and dynamic binding - the
five primary characteristics generally agreed that an object
oriented language must support. COOL provides a rich set of
utilities and tools, such as browsers, that are essential in






has been a criticism for many existing object
languages such as C++.
oriented
Engineering applications involve numeric complexity and
manipulations of a large amount of data. Traditionally,
numeric computation has been the concern in developing an
engineering software• As engineering application software
became larger and more complex, management of resources such
as data, rather than the numeric complexity, has become the
major software design problem• Object oriented design and
implementation methodologies can improve the reliability,
flexibility and maintainability of the resulting software;
some tasks, however, are better solved with the traditional
procedural paradigm. CLIPS, with deffunction and defgen-
eric constructs, supports procedural paradigm. The natural
blending of object oriented and procedural paradigms has
been cited as the reason for popularity of the C++ language•
COOL's object oriented features are more versatile than
C++'s. A software design methodology based on object
oriented and procedural approaches appropriate for engineer-
ing software, and to be implemented in CLIPS, has been out-
lined. A method for sensor placement for Space Station
Freedom that was proposed by Kammer is being implemented in
COOL as a sample problem•
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